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These proceedings report on measurements of the jet spectrum and nuclear modification factor for
inclusive full jets (containing both charged and neutral constituents) in Pb–Pb and pp collisions
at √BNN = 5.02 TeV recorded with the ALICE detector. These measurements use a machine
learning based background correction [1], which reduces residual fluctuations. This method
allows for measurements to lower transverse momenta and larger jet resolution parameter (R) than
previously possible in ALICE. In this method, machine learning techniques are used to correct
the jet transverse momentum on a jet-by-jet basis using jet parameters such as information about
the constituents of the jet. Studies that investigate the effect of the potential fragmentation bias
introduced by learning from constituents will also be discussed. With these studies in mind, the
results are compared to theoretical predictions.
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1. Introduction

Measurements of inclusive jet suppression (or 'AA as defined in Equation 1 as the ratio of
the per-event jet yield in Pb–Pb and the cross section in pp multiplied by )AA accounting for the
collision geometry) serve to search for signatures of jet quenching in heavy-ion (HI) collisions,

'�� =

1
〈)AA 〉

1
Nevents,PbPb

d2NAA
jet

dpTd[
d2fpp
dpTd[

. (1)

The nature and extent of this energy loss is expected to vary for different jet resolution
parameters ' across ?T scales. Jet quenching models describe the '-dependence of the 'AA
differently, with some models predicting this dependence to be stronger at lower jet ?T [2–5].
Recent experimental efforts have extended measurements at high ?T to ' = 1.0 [6], but regions of
large ' and low ?T are also of interest.

Reconstructing the jet transverse momentum (?T) in HI collisions is challenging due to the
large fluctuating background from the underlying event (UE). For example, the fluctuations in the
charged particle momentum density in central (0–10%) Pb–Pb collisions at the LHC are ≈ 18 GeV/2
[7]. Lower ?T UE jets, commonly called fake jets, additionally contaminate the signal at low ?T.
One common treatment of this background (herein referred to as the area-based or AB method) is
to subtract off the event-averaged momentum density (excluding the two leading jets) multiplied by
the jet area from the uncorrected jet ?T [7].

A leading track cut of 7 GeV/2 for ' = 0.4 jets is typically applied in order to remove the
fake jet contribution at the cost of an introduced bias. While the AB method effectively corrects
for the average background, it does not account for region-to-region fluctuations. These residual
fluctuations are commonly handled in an unfolding procedure. Due to the limitations of the large
background, lower jet ?T and large ' are less studied regions with inclusive jet probes.

In these proceedings, inclusive jet measurements with ALICE utilizing a machine learning
(ML) based method previously developed for charged particle jets [1] will be discussed. This
ML-based method allowed for the extension of charged particle jet measurements to lower ?T for
' = 0.6 jets, unprecedented in ALICE. These proceedings will present the extension of this method
to full jets, which is desirable as full jets are more aligned with the traditional definition of a jet.

2. Analysis Details

The results discussed in these proceedings utilize Pb–Pb data collectedwith theALICE detector
[8] in 2015 at √BNN = 5.02 TeV with an integrated luminosity of 0.4 =b−1. Central events (0–10%)
were analysed with a minimum bias trigger setup. The training of the ML estimator (see Section
3) and the response matrix used for unfolding utilize detector level events and hybrid level events.
These hybrid events were created using a PYTHIA8 [9] generated events propagated through a
GEANT3 [10] simulation of the ALICE detector (herein referred to as the detector level) which
were embedded into real Pb–Pb data to mimic HI background effects (herein referred to as the
hybrid level). The ML approach will be compared with results from [11] which are based on the
AB method. For the evaluation of 'AA, the pp reference spectrum without a leading track bias was
taken from [11].
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These proceedings focus on full jets that contain both the charged and neutral component
of the jet measured using charged particles registered by the Inner Tracking System [12] and the
Time Projection Chamber [13] and electromagnetic clusters measured from the Electromagnetic
Calorimeter [14]. The FastJet package [15] was used to cluster charged constituents above 150
MeV/2 and neutral constituents above 300 MeV/2 into jets using the anti-:T algorithm [16] with a
?T recombination scheme.

3. ML-estimator

The ML-based background estimator creates a mapping between the measured and recon-
structed jet ?T, correcting each jet for the background particles that overlay it. The ML estimator
itself employs a shallow neural network as implemented in scikit-learn [17] with three layers. As
input the estimator utilized a minimal, discriminative set of features including jet properties and the
properties of the constituents of the jet.

The ML estimator is a regression task where the regression target is the reconstruction of the
detector level PYTHIA jet ?T from the hybrid event used in training the estimator. The performance
of the estimator is quantified with X?T distributions measuring the difference between the jet ?T
predicted by the ML estimator and the PYTHIA detector level jet ?T. A narrowing of the width
in X?T corresponds to reduction of residual fluctuations after background subtraction. Figure 1
demonstrates that theMLestimatorsmore effectively reduce the residual fluctuations remaining after
background subtraction than the AB method and leads to a reduced width of the X?T distribution.

Figure 1: The X?T = ?T,rec − ?T,det distributions for ' = 0.4 central (0–10%) jets.

4. Results

The ML method was applied to full ' = 0.4 jets in central (0–10%) Pb–Pb collisions in order
to measure the inclusive jet spectrum. The 'AA was then evaluated using this inclusive jet spectrum
and the scaled pp reference spectrum from [11]. These results are shown in Figure 2 compared to the
previous result obtained using the AB method [11]. With the ML-based correction, measurements
of jet suppression are extended to 40 GeV/c. The systematic uncertainties were also reduced.

The left panel of Figure 2 illustrates an investigation of the fragmentation bias of the ML-based
estimator. This bias is introduced by the inclusion of constituent information in training. Training
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on PYTHIA jets causes a bias towards a pp PYTHIA fragmentation which is suggested to differ
from the fragmentation pattern of jets in Pb–Pb by numerous studies (e.g.[18, 19]). For these
investigations, a toy model is used with three different modifications to the constituents of the jet
and therefore the fragmentation function. The fractional methods refer to each constituent losing a
fraction of its energy at specified angles from the jet axis. The BDMPS method is a modification
where the emission angle and energy is selected by sampling the BDMPS gluon emission spectrum
[20–22]. The potential fragmentation bias of such modifications is quantified by training the ML
on the modified toy model and calculating the resulting 'AA. Figure 2 demonstrates the relative
robustness of this method to the explored biases.

Keeping these studies in mind, comparisons with theoretical predictions are shown in the
right panel of Figure 2. Comparisons with JEWEL with recoils on/off [3], SCETg (with radiative
and collisional energy loss) [4], Hybrid model (with wake) [2], and LBT [5] are shown. This
measurement of inclusive jets to lower jet ?T constrains models in a less studied region.

Figure 2: The 'AA with the ML and AB method are show for ' = 0.4 jets in 0–10% collisions. In
the left panel, the 'AA are compared to the fragmentation bias curves for a toy model with three different
modifications. The right panel compares the 'AA to various theoretical predictions. The ML-based 'AA and
the AB 'AA [11] are compared to the same pp reference, which does not include a leading track bias.

5. Conclusion

In these proceedings, a ML based background correction is presented, which allows for the
extension of inclusive jet suppression measurements down to 40 GeV/2. The fragmentation bias
introduced by training the ML on the constituents from PYTHIA has been quantified, which also
demonstrates the robustness of this method. Future analyses with this method will explore larger
resolution parameters and extend tests of the fragmentation bias.
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